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Abstract

Although genetic factors play a main role in determining the risk of developing Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD), they do not explain extensive spectrum of clinicopathological phenotypes. Deposits 

of aggregated TAU proteins are one of the main predictors of cognitive decline in AD. We 

investigated the hypothesis that variabilities in AD progression could be due to diverse structural 

assemblies (strains) of TAU protein. Using sensitive biophysical methods in 40 patients with 

AD and markedly different disease durations, we identified populations of distinct TAU particles 

that differed in size, structural organization, and replication rate in vitro and in cell assay. The 
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rapidly replicating, distinctly misfolded TAU conformers found in rapidly progressive AD were 

composed of ~80% misfolded four-repeat (4R) TAU and ~20% of misfolded 3R TAU isoform 

with the same conformational signatures. These biophysical observations suggest that distinctly 

misfolded population of 4R TAU conformers drive the rapid decline in AD and imply that effective 

therapeutic strategies might need to consider not a singular species but a cloud of differently 

misfolded TAU conformers.

Shape matters

The accumulation of TAU protein aggregates is one of the major hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease 

(AD). Although TAU accumulation has been shown to be a predictor of cognitive decline in 

patients with AD, the correlation between AD progression and TAU remains to be elucidated. 

Here, Kim et al. isolated and analyzed TAU protein structure obtained from patients with 

different disease progression and showed an association between progression rate and distinct 

TAU conformers. Rapidly progressing AD was associated with mostly misfolded four-repeat (4R) 

TAU and high replication rate in vitro. The results suggest that the structure of TAU protein 

aggregates should be considered when developing potential treatment for slowing or halting AD 

progression.

INTRODUCTION

The genetic and environmental factors linked to the increased risk of developing late-onset 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are well established, but they explain only ~30% of phenotypic 

variability (1, 2). We recently described a subgroup of patients with rapidly progressive 

dementia mimicking prion diseases, which, after exhaustive neuropathological investigation 

and prion protein gene sequencing, was concluded to be the rapidly progressive AD (rpAD) 

(3). Data from all of the rpAD cases collected independently at prion centers in Germany, 

Japan, Spain, and France have uniformly confirmed the presence of differentiating clinical 

characteristics and a low frequency of e4 alleles in the APOE gene, whereas the autosomal 

dominant history of dementia or comorbidity was absent (4–9). The high concentrations of 

distinctly folded conformers of amyloid β with extended C termini (Aβ42) that we found in 

rpAD (9) were confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (10). This suggests 

critical differences in the pathogenesis of rpAD, but the molecular mechanism of rapid 

progression is not completely understood (11).

Recent evidence suggests that AD is a dual proteinopathy in which Aβ deposition and the 

accumulation of aggregated TAU drive AD pathogenesis. However, deposits of abnormal 

TAU protein seem to be the critical factor in determining cognitive decline (12). Extensive 

analysis of aging brain samples indicates that the pathological processes underlying AD 

begin early with depositing aggregates of hyperphosphorylated TAU protein in isolated 

anatomical structures of the brain and then spread through neuronal projections (13). An 

accumulation of data from cell and transgenic mice models suggests that different TAU 

aggregates generated in vitro or in vivo can replicate in cells, accelerate, and propagate the 

formation of TAU aggregates in transgenics, thus suggesting a prion-like phenomenon (14, 

15). The discovery that misfolded prion proteins can replicate in the absence of informative 

nucleic acid represented a new biological paradigm. This is now supported by many lines 
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of evidence from biochemical, genetic, and animal studies (16–20), by in vitro synthesis of 

mice and hamster prions (21–27), and lastly by generation of synthetic human prions from 

recombinant protein expressed in bacteria (28). The discovery of Ure 3 and Sup35 yeast 

prions expanded this paradigm to include cytoplasmic proteins that are phylogenetically very 

distant from prion protein (29, 30).

Apart from distinct clinical and neuropathological phenotype in the original host, the 

generally accepted criterion for the detection and differentiation of distinct human prion 

strains derived from the study of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease are differential conformational 

characteristics of prion protein determined with sensitive biophysical tools (28). Although 

the extent to which data from tauopathy models and in vitro generated TAU aggregates 

fulfill these criteria is vigorously debated, these findings have raised some fundamental 

questions, specifically, whether the structure of different conformers and assemblies of brain 

TAU contribute to varying progression rates of AD and whether subtle differences in the 

conformation of TAU are responsible for the distinct disease phenotypes (31).

By adapting advanced conformation-sensitive biophysical techniques originally developed 

for strain typing of human prions (32–34), we investigated the structural organization 

of different isoforms of TAU protein in the hippocampus of 40 AD cases with variable 

progression rate. The hippocampus is considered critical in cognitive decline and a crossroad 

in the spread of pathogenic TAU aggregates, from early deposits in transentorhinal cortex 

(Braak stages I and II) to major projections to the hippocampus where TAU pathology 

gradually advances into CA1 region (Braak II), followed by spread to the limbic structures, 

inferior temporal neocortex (Braak III), and the amygdala and thalamus (Braak IV) and 

lastly spreading into the neocortex (Braak V and VI) (13, 14). Our findings demonstrate a 

structural diversity of hippocampal TAU and establish a link between particular conformers 

(strains) of misfolded TAU protein, their replication in vitro, and the progression rate of AD.

RESULTS

Comparative demographics, neuropathology, and APOE allelic frequency in rapidly and 
slowly progressive AD

The rapidly progressive cases of AD were initially referred to the National Prion Disease 

Pathology Surveillance Center as rapidly progressive or atypical dementia with working 

diagnosis of probable prion diseases, which subsequently failed to show neuropathologic 

or genetic evidence of prion disease after PRNP gene sequencing and instead demonstrated 

National Institute of Aging–Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) neuropathological criteria 

for definite AD (35). Of 186 cases with an identifiable disease starting date gathered 

from detailed clinical records and semistructured telephone interviews of patient and/or 

caregivers at the time of referral, we selected cases with available frozen hippocampal 

tissue. Our second cohort consisted of classical AD cases collected at the Case Western 

Reserve University (CWRU) Memory and Aging Center (see Materials and Methods) that 

matched the progression rates and demographics distribution in the National Alzheimer’s 

Coordinating Center (NACC) dataset and hereafter was referred to as slowly progressive AD 

(spAD) (Fig. 1 and table S1). Because there is no single clinical criterion differentiating 

rpAD from spAD, we used the decline in more than six Mini-Mental State Examination 
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(MMSE) points per year and, in cases with no available MMSE, the 3-year disease 

duration alone. The MMSE criterion strongly correlates with death within 3 years of initial 

neurological diagnosis of atypical dementia (table S1) (7–9, 36), and the about sixfold 

faster progression in rpAD cases was associated with younger age at death (Fig. 1, A 

and B) and low frequency of APOE gene e4 allele (Fig. 1C and table S1). These data 

agree with findings from previous studies (8, 9, 37) and data from prion centers in Japan 

and Europe (4). Neuropathological evaluation according to the NIA-AA guidelines (35) 

showed no differences in the severity of pathology between rpAD and spAD using NIA-AA 

scale (Fig. 1D and table S1), including hippocampal pathology of TAU monitored with 

monoclonal antibody AT8 immunohistochemistry (Fig. 1, E and F) and evaluated according 

to Braak (13) (B parameter in table S1). In hippocampus, we observed extensive variations 

and no statistical differences in denatured/native (D/N) ratio and concentration of Aβ 1-40 

(Aβ40) and 1-42 (Aβ42) between rpAD and spAD, in contrast to major differences in 

Aβ42 conformation that we detected previously in precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (fig. 

S1A and table S1) (9). Cumulatively, the neuropathological findings in rpAD are consistent 

with NIA-AA diagnostic classification of AD, and occurrence of these rapidly progressive 

cases in prion centers across various methodologies, populations, and health care systems is 

evidence for a distinct and more severe form of sporadic AD, this being associated with a 

low frequency of e4 allele of the APOE gene that is similar to the general healthy population 

(4, 5, 7–9, 37–40).

Concentration and conformation of three- and four-repeat TAU isoforms in different 
phenotypes of AD

Because the data failed to support varying TAU neuropathological markers as a denominator 

of rapid cognitive decline in rpAD (table S1), we hypothesized that TAU misfolding 

could generate different conformers of misfolded TAU (strains) that, in turn, could affect 

cognitive decline. Accordingly, we adapted conformation-dependent immunoassays (CDIs) 

and conformational stability assays (CSAs) (34, 41). In CDI, we use the europium-labeled 

monoclonal antibody (mAb) against epitopes that are hidden under native conditions and 

are exposed only after denaturation with strong chaotropes such as Gdn HCl (34, 41). 

The CSA involves the use of incremental Gdn HCl concentrations to progressively unfold 

the misfolded protein, and differences in stability profiles have provided evidence for 

distinct conformations of prion, Aβ, and, most recently, P301L TAU strains (9, 32–34, 

40–43). Both CDI ratios and CSA conformational signatures are independent of the absolute 

concentrations of the misfolded protein and do not require an in vitro amplification step 

or purification before detection: procedures that can change the in vivo conformational 

repertoire and biological properties of strain isolates (28, 44). The data for human and 

animal-adapted prions indicate that CSAs differentiate strain signatures regardless of 

posttranslational modifications including glycosylation and glycolipidation (9, 28, 32, 43, 

45–47), and we selected for conformational monitoring mAb with epitopes in TAU domains 

less decorated by posttranslational modifications, mAb 77G7 specific for R3/4 boundary in 

both three-repeat (3R) and 4R microtubule binding repeats (41) and mAb repeat domain 3 

(RD3) specific for the R1/R3 repeat boundary of the 3R TAU isoform (2N3R) (Fig. 1G) 

(48–50). Europium-labeled detection 77G7 and RD3 or the capture monoclonal antibody 

DA9 mAbs do not have conformational epitopes and detect only open (linear and unfolded) 
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conformers of monomeric TAU because it has been shown with 77G7 mAb in misfolded 

P301L TAU in human frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) and in a corresponding 

transgenic mouse model (41). In addition, all antibodies have epitopes outside known 

phosphorylation sites in paired helical filaments (PHFs) and acetylated Lys174, Lys274, and 

Lys280 that have been described in the TAU deposits of patients with AD, FTLD-MAPT, and 

Pick’s disease (51–53). Using denatured TAU410 and TAU441 as calibrants, the Eu-labeled 

RD3 demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity for TAU410 and up to four orders of 

magnitude linearity range and with ≤5% cross-reactivity with TAU441 (fig. S1, B and C).

We assessed a set of hippocampal samples from definite AD cases with diverse duration of 

disease and age of death (table S1). CDI and immunohistochemistry for Aβ, α-synuclein, 

TDP-43, and FUS excluded coexistent proteinopathies and other comorbidities (9, 54). 

Noting these data, we examined the sarkosyl-insoluble total TAU in the hippocampus of 

all AD cases (Fig. 2, A and B). Although the concentrations of sarkosyl-insoluble TAU 

aggregates did not correlate with disease progression (Fig. 2A), the CDI D/N ratio after 

proteinase K (PK) treatment showed a highly significant (P = 0.002) correlation with the 

disease duration (Fig. 2B), suggesting that distinct conformers of TAU might be involved 

in determining disease progression. In addition, comparing the concentration of sarkosyl-

insoluble TAU did not show differences between AD cases, and both rpAD (P = 0.002) and 

spAD (P = 0.010) accumulated significantly more TAU aggregates compared to age-matched 

controls (Fig. 2C). Both rpAD and spAD cases had a significantly (P < 0.001) higher D/N 

ratio of both total and 3R TAU when compared with controls, and rpAD cases accumulated 

total TAU with higher D/N ratio than spAD cases (Fig. 2D); the D/N ratio for 3R TAU was 

not different (Fig. 2D). Assessing the concentrations of 4R and 3R TAU as a percentage 

of total TAU showed broad interindividual values in soluble TAU fractions but consistently 

higher fraction of 4R TAU in the insoluble TAU aggregates (Fig. 2E). The spread of 

data is evidence of extensive interindividual variability of insoluble TAU concentrations 

in both rpAD and spAD groups. Nevertheless, the concentration-independent CDI D/N 

ratios show significant differences in conformations of insoluble (P = 0.022; Fig. 2D) and 

protease resistant (P = 0.003) TAU in the rpAD cohort (Fig. 2F). These results suggest that 

distinct conformers formed mostly from protease-resistant 4R TAU are associated with rapid 

progression of AD.

Size, isoform composition, and conformation of misfolded TAU aggregates in AD

To investigate the size and composition of misfolded brain-derived TAU aggregates without 

confounding purification or chemical processing steps, we adopted high-speed velocity 

sedimentation profiling in nondenaturing sucrose gradients, which provides fundamental 

information about the size, composition, and infectivity of human brain-derived prions in 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease and animal models (32, 55). Using hippocampal samples, the top 

fractions of these sucrose gradients were found to be mixtures of both 3R and 4R TAU in 

both rpAD and spAD (Fig. 3, A to D). These TAU isoforms were monomers with an open 

conformation in both rpAD and spAD, as indicated by D/N ratio ~1 due to equal exposure of 

both N terminus and RD in native and denatured states (Fig. 3, E and F). The aggregates of 

brain-derived TAU demonstrated a range of sedimentation velocities, from small aggregates 

with low sedimentation velocity formed by about four TAU monomers up to the most 
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frequent large aggregates, which were composed of ~120 monomers of TAU (Fig. 3, A to 

D). In both rpAD and spAD, the most abundant aggregates are, regardless of size, formed 

from 78 to 86% of 4R TAU and 12 to 23% of 3R TAU. There was a discontinuity wherein 

the highest D/N ratio is shifted to fraction 3 with smaller aggregates (Fig. 3, E and F) from 

the most abundant larger aggregates in fraction 2 (Fig. 3, A and B), indicating distinct sets 

of conformations in fractions 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Fig. 3, A and E). Cumulatively, the sucrose 

gradient velocity sedimentation experiments indicate that misfolded TAU conformers are 

composed of predominantly 4R TAU and that they are not a singular particle but represent a 

broad range of sizes and conformations.

Conformational diversity of 4R and 3R TAU in patients with AD

Total TAU in hippocampus of individual patients yielded complex CSA profiles with 50% 

of TAU conformers unfolding [as indicated by fractional change of unfolding (Fapp) values 

of 0.5] between 1.2 and 2.3 M Gdn HCl, with major peaks at ~2 M Gdn HCl, followed by 

complete unfolding above 3 M Gdn HCl; the patterns of unfolding in rpAD and spAD were 

similar (Fig. 4, A and B). The RD3 antibody demonstrated with monomers of Tau K19 (3R) 

a CSA signal that did not change with increasing Gdn HCl concentration and thus resulted 

in a D/N ratio of ~1, as expected for an open (unfolded, unstructured) (56) TAU state (fig. 

S1F). A similar observation was previously shown with recombinant monomers of 2N4R 

TAU441 (41). In contrast, the K19 fibrils that sedimented to the bottom of sucrose gradient 

(fig. S1E) showed a high D/N ratio and sigmoidal transition from native to unfolded state 

(fig. S1F). Accordingly, the D/N ratios of Tau 1.9 ± 0.4 (mean ± SD) with mAb Eu-77G7 

and 1.5 ± 0.1 with Eu-RD3 in non-neurological controls (Fig. 2D) indicate comparable 

exposure of both 77G7 and RD3 epitopes in 4R and 3R TAU in native and denatured states, 

respectively. In addition, the top sucrose fraction containing soluble monomers of 4R and 3R 

Tau had a D/N ratio of 1.3 ± 0.3, which documents the corresponding exposure of both RD3 

and 77G7 epitopes in native and denatured states and in both rpAD (Fig. 3E) and spAD (Fig. 

3F) cases. Cumulatively, the data on soluble 3R and 4R Tau indicate that they exist in the 

brain as monomers with open (unstructured) native conformation, as expected from in vitro 

experiments with recombinant analogs (56).

The CSA profiles of 3R TAU with Eu-RD3 antibody generated nearly superimposable 

profiles to those for total TAU in both rpAD and spAD (figs. S1D and S2, A and B). 

PK treatment of detergent-insoluble TAU shifted the resulting sigmoidal curves and their 

midpoints to the higher concentrations of Gdn HCl between 2.0 and 2.6 M Gdn HCl (Fig. 

4, C and D), and per the situation for total TAU, the profiles of PK-resistant 3R TAU and 

total TAU for individual AD cases were indistinguishable (fig. S2, C and D). Performing a 

subtraction function on the individual curves from the original curves without PK treatment 

yielded the unfolding profiles for protease-sensitive misfolded total TAU (Fig. 4, E and F) 

and 3R TAU (fig. S2, E and F). The dip between 2 and 3 M Gdn HCl in some profiles, 

which is greatly diminished after PK treatment suggests rapid reaggregation of misfolded 

protease-sensitive TAU conformers during the sample processing. Thus, detergent-insoluble 

TAU aggregates accumulating in the hippocampus of AD cases encompass a spectrum of 

distinct conformers within each individual case with abundant protease-sensitive species. 

That the residual protease-resistant TAU species did not converge to a single overlapping 
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signature corroborates the conformational diversity of protease-sensitive TAU conformers. 

The CSA profiles of total, protease-resistant, and protease-sensitive 3R TAU were nearly 

superimposable with CSA profiles deriving from total TAU (4R + 3R) (Fig. 4 and figs. S1D 

and S2).

Differential seeding potency of TAU accumulating in the hippocampus of rpAD and spAD 
cases

Evidence accumulated with prions and, more recently, with a growing list of other proteins 

indicates that the misfolded conformers can be amplified in vitro in a seeded reaction, 

a prerequisite step for misfolding propagation in the brain (28, 41, 57–59). To establish 

the seeding potency and kinetics of misfolded TAU propagation in vitro, we adapted this 

conformational templating mechanism for amplification of AD brain-derived TAU seeds 

using recombinant K18 (4R) TAU and K19 (3R) TAU substrates (fig. S3, B to E) (60, 

61). Our initial titration experiments of both substrates and low–molecular weight heparin 

cofactor using a 60-hour experimental window were designed to obviate spontaneous 

formation of thioflavin T positive aggregates and to obtain maximized responses from 

homologous brain-derived TAU seeds. As a reference and calibrant, we tested serial 

dilutions of the prototypical 4R TAU accumulating in the cortex of FTLD-MAPT P301L 

cases (41) and prototypical 3R TAU Pick’s disease (62) in a 96-well format originally 

designed for amplification of prions (real-time quaking-induced conversion) (59, 63). At 

the same recombinant K18 and K19 substrate concentrations, the TAU seeds preferentially 

amplified with homologous substrates and demonstrated end point sensitivity up to 10−8 

dilution of the brain tissue, corresponding to an average 60 fg of misfolded TAU per 

well, and lower sensitivity with a stochastic response with nonhomologous substrates (fig. 

S3, B and E). With K18 (4R) substrate, hippocampal brain homogenates of rpAD cases 

demonstrated shorter lag phase at 10−4 dilution than spAD cases (Fig. 5, A and C), and 

the differences were highly significant (P = 0.0002; Figs. 5E and 6A). In contrast, K19 

(3R) substrate showed an overall and extended lag phase in both rpAD and spAD (Fig. 

5, B and D), and the difference between rpAD and spAD was not significant (Figs. 5F 

and 6A). Fitting data to the Hill equation confirmed these observations and demonstrated a 

generally lower TAU aggregate growth rate constant (r) of rpAD TAU aggregates with K18 

substrate versus K19 substrate, which offset the longer lag phases and faster rise times for 

thioflavin T fluorescence seen for reactions with K19 substrate (Figs. 5 and 6A and table 

S2). We interpret these data as evidence of broad seeding potency of distinct conformers of 

TAU in individual AD cases and with more potent seeds accumulating in AD cases with a 

faster clinical progression. Next, we tested whether the concentration of sarkosyl-insoluble 

TAU has an impact on lag phase. Figure 6B shows cumulatively a broad spread of both lag 

phase data against a large variation of sarkosyl-insoluble TAU concentrations, resulting in 

a lack of correlation in regression analysis. However, the CDI D/N ratio indicates that the 

lag time in K18 amplification correlates significantly (P = 0.007) with the conformation of 

protease-resistant sarkosyl-insoluble TAU (Fig. 6D). We observed no t correlations for TAU 

seeding with K19 (3R) substrate before or after protease treatment (Fig. 6, C, E, and F). 

Cumulatively, the data indicate that the most reliable predictor of seeding activity is not the 

concentration but the conformation of PK-resistant fraction of insoluble 4R TAU, which, in 

turn, correlates with faster disease progression (Fig. 2B).
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Seeding activity of AD brain-derived TAU measured in cellular assay

We next performed cellular assay for misfolded TAU using human embryonic kidney (HEK) 

293T cells expressing TAU 4R RD substrate fragment that includes aggregation-prone 

mutations (P301L and V337M). The corresponding TAU reporter cells are denoted HEK-

TAURD-LM-YFP and were calibrated recently with brain samples from FTLD-MAPT-

P301L cases and a cognate mouse transgenic model (41). All the AD brain-derived samples 

generated a speckled morphology for induced TAU aggregates (Fig. 6G). Because prion-like 

conformer selection and evolution (64, 65) might occur in the TAU reporter cells due to 

the permissive nature of the P301L and V337M mutations, we monitored the cells on a 

daily basis but did not observe any drift in the morphology of induced aggregates. Elevated 

prion-like seeding activities were detected in all AD brain-derived TAU samples with 

significantly higher frequency (P = 0.037) of positive cells exposed to rpAD TAU, whereas 

other neurological disease (OND) samples were devoid of speckle-inducing activity (Fig. 

6H). We observed an induction of TAU aggregation in cells exposed to AD samples in the 

first 24 hours, and no TAU aggregation or toxicity was detected with samples from control 

non-AD cases during 5-day monitoring (Fig. 6, G and H). To address about threefold higher 

variance (spread) in the percentage of positive cells in rapid AD data when compared with 

slowly progressive cases, we retested the initial samples after 1 year of storage. The same 

median and variance values indicate that the cell reporter system and evaluation protocol is 

highly reproducible (fig. S4) and suggest that the notable spread of positive cell frequency is 

due to the broader spectrum of seeding-competent TAU conformers in rpAD.

Conformational cloud of misfolded strains of TAU in AD

With the exception of several CSA curves of TAU after PK treatment (Fig. 4, C and D), 

all other TAU CSA curves were nonsigmoidal, indicating more than a single transition 

from native to denatured state. We analyzed these profiles using statistical mechanical 

deconvolution and Gaussian models previously applied to proteins that undergo multistep 

thermal denaturation (66, 67) and, more recently, to analysis of TAU in FTLD MAPT 
P301L (41). Gaussian deconvolution of averaged profiles in samples with nonsigmoidal 

TAU denaturation profiles revealed three peaks before protease treatment (Fig. 7, A and B), 

three or four peaks after PK treatment (Fig. 7, C and D), and, consistently, three peaks in 

protease-sensitive TAU conformers (Fig. 7, E and F), each representing distinct conformers 

with different stabilities that unfolded sequentially with Gdn HCl. These data provide direct 

evidence that each TAU CSA subtype is a mixture of up to four distinct conformers (Fig. 7). 

Although the conformational profiles of total TAU in rpAD and spAD before PK treatment 

were similar, the analysis of CSA of protease-resistant TAU revealed significant differences 

in the profiles at 2.75 M (P < 0.001) and 3.25 M Gdn HCl (P = 0.002) (Fig. 7, C and 

D) and the same peaks and scores were found for 3R TAU (P < 0.001 and P = 0.026, 

respectively) (fig. S5, C and D). The protease treatment eliminated up to 40% of insoluble 

TAU conformers, and their lower stability in Gdn HCl (Fig. 4, E and F) suggests a distinct 

population of TAU with a different structural organization. CSA analysis of rpAD cases 

revealed a more complex pattern of protease-sensitive TAU profiles, with low or absent 

conformers unfolding at 2.75 M (P < 0.001) and 3.25 M Gdn HCl (P = 0.002) when 

compared to spAD cases (Fig. 7, E and F), and the patterns obtained with protease-sensitive 

3R TAU were identical (fig. S5, E and F).
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Conformational analysis of TAU forming TAU particles of different sizes

To investigate the conformational heterogeneity of TAU suggested by CSA deconvolution, 

we performed direct conformational analyses of TAU particles with different sizes that 

were obtained by fractionation of brain homogenates of individual AD cases by high-speed 

centrifugation in sucrose gradient (Fig. 8, A and B) and analyzed the conformation with 

CSA (Fig. 8, C to F) in fractions 1, 2, 3, and 4. The distinct CSA patterns in each fraction 

indicate that particles of different sizes have different conformational signatures and stability 

profiles, which compose the variable conformational profile of total insoluble TAU in the 

brain homogenate (Fig. 8, C to F). The experiments showed notable differences in the 

concentration of denaturant midpoint of unfolding (Cm) between fractions 2, 3, and 4 (Fig. 

8G).

Next, we performed limited trypsin digestion of TAU in each fraction at constant TAU 

input and 1:10 trypsin/total protein ratio (Fig. 8H). The repeat core-specific mAb A16040D 

(epitope 269 to 281) produced signature profiles with a reproducible constant band at 

24 kDa and ~37- and ~14-kDa bands with variable mass, different proportions after 

densitometry, and some additional weaker bands. As expected, the repeat core of TAU 

monomers floating on top of sucrose gradient (fraction 10) was completely digested by 

trypsin and did not generate any peptide pattern. Together, the presence of different trypsin 

profiles in different sucrose gradient fractions confirm the presence of misfolded TAU in 

each, with microtubule binding repeats protected from trypsin digestion. To investigate 

the relative proportion or different TAU fragments generated by trypsin in various sucrose 

fractions, we recorded the integrated peak density of each major band in Western blots. 

The data indicate significantly (P < 0.05) different profiles of fractions 4 and 1 in all six 

AD cases (Fig. 8I). These differential peptide patterns together with CDI and CSA profiles 

indicate that misfolded TAU particles with different masses and sedimentation velocities 

have distinct conformations.

DISCUSSION

Two aspects in late-onset AD that cannot be explained by genetic polymorphisms are 

(i) discrepancies between Aβ and TAU deposit burden and clinical disease severity (68) 

and (ii) the extensive variability of progression rates and phenotypes (12). Early seminal 

observations reporting different patterns of TAU aggregates in HEK reporter cells induced 

by TAU isolated from distinct tauopathies (15) and more recent studies with different 

TAU strains generated from monomers without seeds (69, 70) opened the possibility that 

alternatively structured TAU can encipher the information essential for distinct phenotypes 

observed in cells in vitro. Using recent biophysical techniques (41) to inventory the 

structural organization of TAU in the hippocampus, we have defined a potential variable 

in AD pathogenesis, namely, a cloud of misfolded TAU particles that have distinct structural 

organization and, in turn, different seeding potency. Our data demonstrate that different rates 

of cognitive decline in AD are associated with distinct TAU conformers and that clouds of 

misfolded 4R TAU conformers with high seeding potency might drive this process. The link 

to disease duration did not arise from the amount of TAU aggregates per se but from their 

distinct conformations. Further supporting this interpretation, each TAU isolate, here defined 
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operationally by deriving from an individual AD case, is rarely a singular conformational 

entity but typically a mixture of up to three different conformers that together give rise to 

distinct rpAD or spAD (fig. S6).

The conformational heterogeneity of brain TAU that we uncovered in sporadic AD implies 

the presence of numerous distinct structures that have very different propagation rates, 

interactomes, and toxicity and are associated with variable pathogenesis of AD. Although 

disease-causing mutations in the Aβ precursor protein and genes encoding its endoproteases 

have indisputably established the central role of Aβ in the pathogenesis of early-onset 

AD, the loose correlations between amyloid plaque load and severity of sporadic AD (68) 

and the failure of therapeutic interventions targeting misfolded Aβ have now generated 

a conundrum (12, 71). However, the second invariable marker of AD, the deposits of 

TAU aggregates, provide a more reliable indicator of cognitive decline, and the structural 

plasticity of recombinant TAU proteins observed in vitro suggests the need to improve our 

understanding of TAU structure in AD brain tissue.

On the basis of expression of all six TAU isoforms in an adult human brain, it has been 

assumed that all six are forming neurofibrillary tangles and that isoforms are probably 

randomly integrated into PHFs and straight filaments in AD (72–75). Our sedimentation 

velocity separation by high-speed centrifugation in sucrose gradient shows that misfolded 

TAU aggregates are, regardless of size, uniformly composed of ~80% of 4R TAU and 

~20% of 3R TAU, although the soluble normal TAU monomers are mixtures of about 

equal proportions of 3R and 4R isoforms. The fourfold excess of 4R TAU in misfolded 

TAU aggregates indicates that unfolded 4R TAU monomers have higher propensity to 

conformational transition to β sheet structures in AD, and experiments with recombinant 

K18 and K19 substrates suggest that the mechanism is likely kinetic with faster conversion 

and growth of 4R aggregates. Thus far, we do not know whether aggregates represent 

distinct particles composed of only 4R or 3R TAU or whether both isoforms can contribute 

to make mixed particles. The recent cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM) models of core 

PHFs extracted from AD brains may accommodate upstream of V306 an additional 

16 amino acids, which could represent a mixture of residues 259 to 274 (R1) from 

3R TAU or 290 to 305 (R2) from 4R TAU (74, 75). It is notable that monitoring 

conformation of 3R TAU in misfolded aggregates generated nearly identical CDI and CSA 

conformational profiles to characteristics to total (3R + 4R) TAU, but assessing the single 

mixed particle versus distinct particle model will require high-resolution techniques such as 

immune(cryo)EM and measuring hydrogen exchange by mass spectrometry (HX MS).

Instead of the expected singular unique conformer of 4R tau linked to the rpAD phenotype, 

we found evidence of a cloud of misfolded conformers composed of up to three distinct 

populations of tau with varying structural organization and variable proportions in individual 

AD cases (fig. S6). This conformational model is supported by distinct sedimentation 

profiles of TAU aggregates, trypsin peptide maps, CDI, and CSA. Moreover, the CDI 

data indicate that differences in D/N ratio are due to the less exposed epitopes in 

the native conformation of TAU in rpAD and argue against substantial contribution of 

covalent cross-linking. Adding another layer to the conformational complexity are extensive 

posttranslational modifications of TAU, and using mass spectrometry, several papers 
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recently reported the differences in profiles of posttranslational modifications of insoluble 

tau that correlated with seeding potency of insoluble tau in different clinical phenotypes 

of late-onset AD (76, 77). Corresponding trends were also observed in early age of onset 

in familial AD with pesenilin-1 mutations (78). These and our direct conformational data 

presented here imply an interplay between post-translational modification and structural 

organization of TAU during AD development that warrants further investigation. Whether 

the differences in conformations are driving distinct posttranslational modifications or vice 

versa are important questions not only in AD but also in other tauopathies, including 

progressive supranuclear palsy, frontotemporal dementia, and Pick’s disease. To address 

this question will require tools allowing simultaneous investigation of both and integrate 

cryo-EM for TAU filaments (fibrils) with conformation-sensitive mass spectrometry of TAU, 

such as HX MS or synchrotron footprinting that are applicable to both filamentous and 

oligomeric structures (28, 42, 57, 79). These approaches should also answer the question of 

whether the sedimentation velocity and different trypsin peptide patterns of TAU fractions 

in sucrose gradient are solely a result of conformation and particle size or are modified by 

posttranslational modifications, sarkosyl-resistant ligands, or attached lipids.

The protease sensitivity and lower stability of some of the misfolded TAU structures suggest 

that a substantial fraction of misfolded TAU is in an oligomeric state. Prior studies on 

yeast and rodent-adapted prions posit that lower stability of prion oligomers correlates 

with easier fragmentation, which is presumably responsible for faster replication and more 

rapid progression of disease (80, 81). However, examination of some rodent-adapted prions 

and most of human prions has revealed that this concept is not universally applicable; for 

example, a high affinity of strain-specific prion conformers for their substrate (the cellular 

prion protein) results in faster replication and propagation of more stable and protease-

resistant prions (28, 42). Because our biophysical data indicate that a conformational cloud 

of more protease and Gdn HCl–resistant TAU is linked to faster replication in vitro, the 

hypothesis of TAU strain–specific, affinity-driven replication yields a better explanation for 

rapid progression in AD. There is an ongoing debate whether, and which of, the oligomers 

of TAU observed in in vitro experimental paradigms exist in the brains of patients with 

AD and what role they play in AD pathogenesis (12). Our experiments provide direct 

evidence for a broad spectrum of TAU conformers in AD brains, which group into three 

major peaks in CSA. Thus far, we have not yet identified whether these differences are due 

to the structure of the monomeric building block or the way the monomers are assembled 

(quaternary fibril structure), but the prevailing view is that both of these aspects must 

be thermodynamically and kinetically related (82). Whether different slopes of replication 

that we observed in seeding experiments are indicative of distinct mechanisms such as 

theoretically proposed TAU fibril growth from ends or from sites (83) will require further 

investigation using electron or atomic force microscopy. Recent evidence from human and 

animal prion strains also indicate that nonprotein cofactors such as negatively charged 

polyanions, gangliosides, and phospholipids might play a critical role in particular strain 

stability and propagation (28, 57, 84–86). Whether such auxiliary cofactors exist in TAU 

strains is a critical next question, which may improve our understanding of differential 

interactomes, propagation rates, and targeting of distinct host cells by specific TAU strains.
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Together with our recent report on conformational evolution of TAU strains in FTLD 

caused by a MAPT P301L mutation (41), the biophysical data demonstrate extensive 

conformational range of distinct TAU strains that are associated with different phenotypes 

of disease and rates of clinical decline in AD as well. Moreover, the findings of different 

strains of Aβ that parallel distinct cloud of TAU conformers in rpAD (9, 10) suggest a 

pathogenetic association and imply a dual prion-like synergy, as recently proposed from 

studies in vitro (87). In addition, the polymorphisms of APOE gene in AD cases and distinct 

TAU strains suggest a potential parallel to a situation noted for human prions, where the 

interplay between common polymorphisms in the prion protein gene (PRNP) and variable 

conformational characteristics of the pathogenic prion protein leads to vastly different 

disease clinicopathological outcomes (45–47). Our findings might help the development 

of individual-based diagnostics and molecular classification of AD subtypes, which are 

prerequisites for AD therapeutic strategies that will need to consider clouds of conformers 

with extensive interindividual variability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

The aim of this study was to investigate structural organization and replication potency 

of misfolded aggregates of TAU protein present in the hippocampus of patients with 

different progression rates of AD. The concentration and conformational characteristics of 

TAU protein isoforms were determined in three independent experiments using biophysical 

methods based on our previous work (9, 28, 34, 41). The sample size for biophysical and 

time points for cell experiments were chosen on the basis of data reported earlier (41, 88) to 

obtain a significant difference for the expected variability. Deidentified, randomly assigned, 

and gender-balanced human postmortem brain tissue samples were collected from brain 

bank repositories located at CWRU (table S1). The identity of the samples was replaced 

with an internal code, and the investigators performing the experiments were blinded to the 

sample identity during testing and analysis. Experimental replicates for each experiment are 

listed in the figure legends.

Statistical analysis

Cumulative survival curves were constructed by the Kaplan-Meier method, both overall 

and by stratifying for each of the above variables. Comparisons of survival curves among 

groups were carried out by the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. We investigated the effect of 

concentration and stability of pathogenic TAU strains in Gdn HCl before and after PK 

treatment (34, 41, 98) on clinicopathological phenotype and duration of the disease in AD 

cases. In the comparisons of different groups, P values at given Gdn HCl concentration in 

CSA were calculated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and two-tailed Fisher’s exact 

test, and unfolding curves of TAU among different clinical phenotypes of AD cases were 

compared by the two-tailed log-rank (Mantel-Cox) and two-tailed generalized Wilcoxon 

test. The two-sided power analysis to determine the sample size impact and all other 

statistical analyses including regression modeling were performed using SPSS 27 software 

(Statistical Package for Social Sciences, SPSS Inc.).
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Fig. 1. Progression rates, APOE gene allelic frequency, neuropathology profiles, and Tau protein 
structure with tools for monitoring conformation and seeding potency of different isoforms in 
AD.
(A) Kaplan-Meier cumulative survival analysis and (B) duration of disease of cases with 

pathologically verified AD that were initially referred to National Prion Disease Pathology 

Surveillance Center with rapidly progressive dementia (rpAD, n = 23) and cases of slowly 

progressive AD (spAD; n = 17) collected at CWRU Alzheimer Research Center (9). 

NNC, non-neurologic controls. Statistical significance for difference in survival at ***P 
< 0.001 was determined with the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) and generalized Wilcoxon test. 
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(C) Frequency of e4 allele of APOE gene allelic polymorphisms in rpAD and spAD. 

Statistical significance was determined with two-tailed Fisher’s exact test. (D) Severity 

of pathology classified according to National Institute on Aging–Alzheimer’s Association 

(NIA-AA) guidelines for the neuropathologic assessment (35) in rpAD and spAD. (E and 

F) Representative sections of hippocampus of patient with rpAD (left) and spAD (right). 

Immunohistochemistry was performed with AT8 mAb. Scale bars, 100 μm. (G) Features 

within the TAU proteins and antibody epitopes; N, N-terminal acidic domain; P, proline-

rich domain; R, microtubule-binding domains with four imperfect repeat regions separated 

by flanking sequences are not to scale, with microtubule-binding repeats exaggerated; C-

terminal tail (gray); Eu, europium label.
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Fig. 2. Concentration and conformational profiles of TAU isoforms in the hippocampus of 
patients with AD and age-matched controls.
(A) Concentration of sarkosyl-insoluble TAU plotted as a function of disease duration. 

(B) Total TAU conformation (denatured/native CDI-D/N signal ratio) of sarkosyl-insoluble 

TAU before (Total) and after protease treatment (PK-Res). (C) Concentrations of detergent-

soluble and insoluble total TAU in the hippocampus of rpAD and spAD cases and age-

matched NNCs. (D) The diverse conformational profiles of total and 3R sarkosyl-insoluble 

TAU in rpAD, spAD, and NNC cases. (E) Fraction (%) of 4R TAU in the soluble and 
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insoluble TAU in rpAD and spAD. (F) The diverse conformational profiles of PK-Res 

sarkosyl-insoluble total TAU and 3R TAU in rpAD and spAD. The data were obtained 

with sandwich-formatted (before) and direct (after PK treatment) CDI to monitor R3,4 TAU 

domain (residues 316 to 355) with 77G7 mAb in native (N) and denatured (D) state of 

total TAU after unfolding with Gdn HCl; the 3R TAU was determined with RD3 mAb 

[epitopes 267 to 316 (99, 100)] (Fig. 1G). All measurements were performed in triplicate, 

and concentrations are expressed in ng/ml of 10% brain homogenate; horizontal lines in 

plots indicate medians, and statistical significance was determined with two-way ANOVA.
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Fig. 3. Tau particles with different conformation and sizes composed of 4R and 3R TAU isoforms 
in the hippocampus of rpAD (A, C, E) and spAD (B, D, F) cases.
(A and B) Concentration of 4R and 3R TAU in sucrose gradient fractions. The samples 

were fractionated by sedimentation velocity using ultracentrifugation in sucrose gradient 

and analyzed by CDI for 4R and 3R TAU. The top panels are schematic representation 

of sedimentation velocity profile in sucrose gradient calibrated with standard proteins and 

recombinant 4R K18 and 3R K19 in monomeric and fibrillar state (fig. S1, E and F) TAU. 

(C and D) Relative distribution (%) of 4R and 3R TAU in sucrose gradient fractions of rpAD 
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and spAD cases. (E and F) Conformational profiling of 4R and 3R TAU in the sucrose 

gradient fractions of (E) rpAD and (F) spAD cases. The CDI was performed in duplicate 

or triplicate for each sucrose fraction of each AD case sample, and the line and shades are 

averages ± SEM. Statistical significance at *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 for the conformation of 

fractions 1, 2, and 3 was determined with ANOVA.
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Fig. 4. Structural diversity and conformationally distinct subpopulations of total TAU in the 
hippocampus of AD determined directly in the brain tissue homogenate with CSA.
(A) Conformational stability curves of total hippocampal TAU in rpAD (n = 12), each 

curve representing dissociation and unfolding of TAU in an individual patient. (B) 

Conformational stability curves of total hippocampal TAU of individual spAD cases (n = 

12). (C) Conformational stability curves of protease-resistant hippocampal TAU in rpAD 

(n = 12). (D) Conformational stability curves of protease-resistant TAU hippocampal 

TAU of individual spAD cases (n = 12). Differential stability curves of protease-sensitive 
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hippocampal TAU in (E) rpAD and (F) spAD. The lines and shades in the plots are mean 

± SEM values of apparent fractional change (Fapp) of each brain sample in the transition 

from native to denatured state obtained from triplicate measurements at each concentration 

of denaturant (Gdn HCl). The 50% of unfolded TAU expressed as midpoints of CSA Fapp, 

[Gdn HCl]1/2, is illustrated with dashed lines.
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Fig. 5. Seeding response of K18 and K19 TAU substrates to hippocampus-derived TAU.
(A) K18 and (B) K19 TAU substrates seeded with 104-fold dilution rpAD (n = 19) brain 

samples and monitored in real time by thioflavin T fluorescence. (C) K18 and (D) K19 TAU 

substrates seeded with spAD (n = 14) brain samples diluted 104-fold and monitored in real 

time by thioflavin T fluorescence. (E) Averaged K18 and (F) K19 TAU substrate seeding 

response with rpAD (n = 19) and spAD (n = 14) brain samples. All samples were diluted 

104-fold, and the curves are averages of thioflavin T florescence intensity in four wells at a 

given time point; unseeded K18 and K19 TAU constructs were applied as negative controls 
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of spontaneous aggregation. The rpAD and spAD seeding kinetic curves were compared 

by the two-tailed log-rank (Mantel-Cox) and two-tailed generalized Wilcoxon test. AU, 

arbitrary units.
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Fig. 6. Seeding potency and replication rates of different conformers of TAU.
(A) Lag phase of seeding K18 (4R) and K19 (3R) TAU substrates with hippocampal TAU 

accumulating rpAD (n = 19) and spAD (n = 14). (B) Specific seeding activity expressed 

in hours of lag phase per nanogram of misfolded sarkosyl-insoluble TAU accumulating in 

rpAD and spAD. Regression analysis of seeding lag time with K18 (4R) TAU substrate and 

conformations of (C) insoluble TAU and (D) protease-resistant TAU in the hippocampus of 

AD cases expressed by CDI D/N ratios of total and 3R TAU (n = 33). Regression analysis of 

seeding lag time with K19 (3R) TAU substrate and conformations of (E) insoluble TAU and 
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(F) protease-resistant TAU in the hippocampus of AD cases expressed by CDI D/N ratios 

of total and 3R TAU (n = 33). The lag phase of each sample is an average of four seeding 

assays at 104-fold dilution of brain samples, and the CDI was performed in triplicate in 

the same samples. (G) Cell seeding activity of phosphotungstic acid (PTA)-precipitated AD 

brain TAU aggregates in HEK-TAURD-LM-YFP reporter cells was imaged for 5 days after 

seeding. Scale bars, 40 and 20 μm in the boxed images. (H) Average frequency of positive 

cells exposed to PTA-precipitated TAU from spAD (n = 5) and rpAD cases (n = 8) and 

other neurological disease control (OND); each brain-derived sample was evaluated in 15 

wells, both blindly and with automated Aiforia AI software. Each box encloses 50% of the 

data with median value displayed as a line; whiskers mark the minimum and maximum, and 

individual points indicate an outlier value outside the UQ + 1.5*IQR interval, where UQ is 

upper quartile and IQR is interquartile range.
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Fig. 7. Conformational profiles of detergent-insoluble, protease-resistant, and protease-sensitive 
total TAU averaged in AD cases with different progression rates.
Averaged CSA profiles and statistical mechanical Gaussian peak deconvolution of sarkosyl-

insoluble total TAU in (A) rpAD and (B) spAD. Averaged CSA profiles of protease-resistant 

total TAU in (C) rpAD and (D) spAD. Conformational profiles of protease-sensitive total 

TAU in (E) rpAD and (F) spAD. We used the deconvolution of averaged CSA profiles with 

a multiple peak Gaussian model to identify common components in the CSA curves and the 

Gdn HCl concentration at the maximum peak height. Using these peak-derived Gdn HCl 
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values, the CSA Fapp values at a given Gdn HCl concentration were compared in individual 

rpAD and spAD cases using two-tailed ANOVA. The statistical significance was determined 

with generalized Wilcoxon tests and ANOVA for data at each denaturant concentration 

(***P < 0.0001 and **P < 0.003).
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Fig. 8. Conformational signatures of TAU particles with different sizes fractionated by 
sedimentation velocity using ultracentrifugation in sucrose gradient and analyzed by CSA and 
limited trypsin digestions.
(A) Schematic representation of sedimentation velocity profile in sucrose gradient calibrated 

with standard proteins and recombinant K18 and K19 TAU. (B) Conformational profiling of 

4R TAU in the sucrose gradient with CDI followed by (C to F) CSA of each fraction and 

(G) statistical comparison of different fractions using the midpoint of Gdn HCl denaturant 

concentration (Cm). (H) Representative Western blots of sucrose gradient fractions after 

trypsin digestion and developed with mAb A16040D (epitopes 269 to 281). (I) The 

densitometry of major trypsin-resistant TAU core bands in each fraction of AD cases (n 
= 6). Each CSA was performed in triplicate, and the plots are averages ± SE in shade. 
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Statistical significance for the densitometry and conformation (Cm) of fractions 1, 2, 3, and 4 

was determined with ANOVA. *P < 0.05.
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